
The Alchemist  Bae’s
Media Kit

BEAUTY | FASHION | LIFESTYLE | SELF-CARE | SPIRITUALITY

INSTAGRAM: @THEALCHEMISTBAE
LAVISHLYGUAPA@GMAIL .COM



City girl, addicted to the zodiac,
psychic/spiritual teacher, art

enthusiast, lover of music, 
in love with fashion, travel, makeup

and good food!

9,291
followers

Reach Likes average Impressions
+25,000 +1,000 +146,532

Clydia Collins | @thealchemistbae

I expect to work
with 

you soon!
+786-383-1882

 
lavishlyguapa@gmail.com

 
@thealchemistbae

 
FB: Clydia N Collins

Content creation , product shoots ,
product reviews , paid

partnerships/sponsorships, brand
ambassadorship 

I''m Clydia Collins 



The Alchemist
Bae’s Platforms

ABOUT ME
Hi, My name is Clydia and I’m from
Miami, Florida. I have always dreamt as
a little girl to pursue what I’m doing
now .. being an influencer. I am 22
years old and I attended UF (
University of Florida ). I love to travel ,
cook , create art , and CREATE
CONTENT. I am interested in beauty ,
fashion , self care , lifestyle and
spirituality topics.  I love brand
influencing and taking BOMB photos
to showcase not only myself but your
amazing products. 

METRICS &
ANALYTICS
ENGAGEMENT: 

- Facebook: 10,761 Fans

- Twitter: 2,432 Followers

- Instagram: 9,291 Followers

- TikTok : 856 | 6,410 Likes  

SERVICES
OFFERED

 
- Social Media Promotion
- Sponsored Posts
- Product Reviews 
- Affiliate Advertising
- Representation at Events
- Brand Ambassadorships 



RATES  :  
INSTAGRAM : 

Starting at $350 | Dedicated Instagram Post 

Starting at $150 | Instagram Story Post 

Starting at $500 | IGTV | Reel Post 

DEMOGRAPHICS  :

81.5% of followers reside in the US
66% of followers are female
44.7% of followers are 25-34
3.9% of followers are based in New York
4.8% of followers are based in Miami   

BRANDS I ’VE  COLLABED WITH :  

PiperWai | @piperwai 
ForiaWellness | @foriawellness  
DuskToDawnShop | @dusktodawnshop 
West Kiss Hair Store |
@westkiss_hair_store  

REVIEWS :

I would love to! Reviews will always have
honest feedback. A product is required in
order for a review to be produced. No product
will be returned to the sender. Sending a
product for review also gives you the option
to host a giveaway at no charge.

Want The Alchemist Bae to review your
product?

PRODUCT REVIEW : 

Starting at $50 | Written Review on site/page  

EVENT ATTENDANCE : 

Starting at $200 | To appear at events   


